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SUMMARY
In designing against fatigue the assessment of the loading environment still is a
major problem. Especially with military trainer and fighter aircraft which may be
used for a variety of duties, regular or continuous load recording programs have to be
considered mandatory. Such load recording programs may serve either to assess the
consumed fatigue life of operating aircraft or to select design spectra for future air-
craft designs and a fatigue-test setup. Within this scope the National Aerospace
Laboratory has carried out a tentative load monitoring program.
A recorder system has been installed on two operational fighter aircraft. Signal
values from a c.g.-acceleration transducer and a strain-gage installation at the wing
root were sampled and recorded in digital format on the recorder system. To analyse
such load-time histories for fatigue evaluation purposes, a number of counting meth-
ods are available in which level crossings, peaks, or ranges are counted. Ten differ-
ent existing counting principles are defined. The load-time histories are analysed to
evaluate these counting methods.
For some of the described counting methods, the counting results might be
affected by arbitrarily chosen parameters such as the magnitude of load ranges that
will be neglected and other secondary counting restrictions. Such influences might
invalidate the final counting results entirely. The evaluation shows that for the type of
load-time histories associated with most counting methods, a sensible value of the
parameters involved can be found at which the counting results are rather unique.
Besides assessing the influences of secondary parameter values, the different
counting methods are compared with each other. The analysis shows that the counting
results obtained by level-crossing count methods and peak count methods compare
rather well. For most of these counting methods the differences actually turned out to
be surprisingly small, especially for the c.g.-acceleration load-time history. The
results of the range count methods exhibit larger differences. Also, with the range
counting methods the differences appear to be larger for the strain-gage history. The
comparison of the different counting methods with each other is concluded by com-
paring the level-crossing and peak count methods with the range count methods.
Three different ways are used to convert level-crossing and peak countings into range
countings. The results show that level-crossing and peak count methods do not com-
pare well with range count methods.
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Finally, the described countingmethodsare evaluatedfrom the fatigue point of
view while bearing in mind the purposes they will have to serve. It is concludedthat in
assessingthe life consumedby individual aircraft, a sophisticatedrange count method
applied to strain-gage histories shouldbepreferred. For the selection of design spectra
of future aircraft or a fatigue-test setup, level-crossing andpeak countmethodsmaybe
suitable; in fact, they may evenbe preferred.
_TRODUCTION
A major question in designing against fatigue concerns the assessment of the
loading environment to which the aircraft will be subjected during their service life.
Civil and military transport aircraft generally appear to be fatigue sensitive with respect
to gust loads. This gust loading environment is substantially independent of the aircraft
itself. In the past, extensive measurement programs have been carried out which
enabled the assessment of the quantitative rules determining this loading environment.
High-performance aircraft appear to be relatively insensitive to gust loads with
respect to fatigue. With this type of aircraft, fatigue damage will be primarily due to
maneuver loading. However, in contrast with gust loads the maneuver loading depends
greatly on both the tasks to be carried out and the maneuverability of the aircraft and is
substantially independent of external conditions. On the one hand, the maneuvering cap-
abilities of the aircraft as well as the intended usage differ enormously from aircraft
to aircraft. On the other hand, the way in which the intended composite tasks are
carried out will be highly dependent on training philosophy, pilot experience, and such.
Therefore, the resulting loading severity will be somewhat unknown and, in addition,
will exhibit important differences from aircraft to aircraft. Consequently, to assure
adequate structural integrity (especially with fighters and military trainer aircraft),
load monitoring - either individual monitoring or sample monitoring - has to be con-
sidered mandatory. Such load monitoring will provide the means to assess the life con-
sumed by the individual aircraft and will also provide information regarding load spectra
to be used in future aircraft designs and fatigue testing. Within this scope the National
Aerospace Laboratory has carried out a tentative load monitoring program under con-
tract for the Royal Netherlands Air Force. Continuous load-time histories became
available from both the c.g. acceleration and a wing-root-bending-moment strain-gage
installation.
To analyse such load-time histories for fatigue evaluation purposes, a number of
counting methods are available in which the number of certain load occurrences is
counted. In the past, these counting methods were compared to each other with respect
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to gust loads. Bearing in mind the nature of a gust loading environment, the results of
that evaluation are not self-evidently applicable to maneuver-inducedload-time
histories.
The main themeof the present paper is to evaluatethe basic countingmethods
with respect to maneuver-type loading. The results will be discussed from the fatigue
point of view while taking into accountthe purposes they might serve.
PRINCIPLESOF DATA ANALYSIS
Actual load-time histories will consist of a number of load excursions with an
irregular pattern and in irregular random sequence. The analysis of load-time his-
tories has to be suchthat the amountof damagecausedby these load excursions is
somehowquantitatively reflected in the final results. With all analysis procedures of
present interest, the actual time scale is irrelevant. Actually, the assumption is made
that for fatigue evaluation purposes load-time histories are fully characterized by all
peakvalues in their actual sequenceirrespective of the time elapsedbetweensucces-
sive peaks.
A number of different countingmethodsdo exist in which specific occurrences
within such simplified loadhistories are counted. The occurrences of interest are the
following:
(1) Crossings of fixed levels with either a positive or a negativeslope
(2) Peakvalues (either maxima or minima)
(3) Loadvariations (either load increments or decrements)
With countingprocedures of type (1) and type (2), the counting results usually do
not provide any direct information aboutthose load variations knownto influence the
fatigue process. Additional information aboutthe load patterns that do occur will gen-
erally be needed. Thus, secondarycountingprinciples shouldbe applied to accountfor
sequenceeffects.
The different countingmethodswill be described in the next section. Thedis-
cussion of each methodwill comprise these two distinct elements:
(1) Uniquenessof the counting method
(2) Usefulness of the counting results
The aspect of uniqueness will be discussed in connection with the secondary
counting principles. In applying these secondary counting principles arbitrary param-
eter values may have to be adopted which may influence the final counting results.
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Self-evidently, such influence (if considerable)would reduce the validity of the
countingmethod,andthe results would no longer beunique.
The usefulnessof a countingmethodis influencedby its application; this relation-
ship forms the basis for the discussion of the countingmethods. The basic purposes
are as follows:
(1) Estimating the life consumedby individual aircraft
(2) Estimating load spectra for future aircraft designs
(3)Selecting the loads for fatigue testing
The discussion will take into accountthe state-of-the-art in realising these three
purposes.
DEFINITION OF COUNTINGPROCEDURES
Ten different countingprocedures are considered in the present evaluation,
enumeration of which canbe found in table I. It shouldbe notedthat althoughall methods
are derived from the literature (refs. 1 to 7), slightly different nameshavebeenadopted
for someof the methodsto emphasizethe characteristic differences betweenthem.
Simple Level-Crossing Count Method
The simple level-crossing count method is the simplest way of analysing load
histories. A number of preset levels are chosen. Each time the load crosses one of
these levels with positive (or negative) slope, a count is made. Obviously, it does not
matter whether level crossings are counted with positive or negative slope. Both pro-
cedures will provide almost exactly the same results (maximum difference will be
1 count at each level for each load history analysed). With this method only momentary
load values are of interest. Information regarding the actual load patterns is fully lost.
In order to interpret the counting results for fatigue evaluation purposes, additional
information will be needed regarding the expected load patterns. The insufficiency of
this counting method is clearly demonstrated by figure 1. Although the load patterns
shown on the left-hand and right-hand sides of this figure are highly different, the same
counting results will be obtained. Small intermediate load variations, which virtually
are of minor importance in the fatigue process, will give rise to additional countings.
Generally, interpretation of the counting results will be such that the number of
crossings of a level is assumed to equal the number of maxima above (or minima below)
that level. Figure 1 also clearly demonstrates the incorrectness of this assumption.
Obviously, small intermediate load variations seriously hamper the validity of this
counting method. In practical applications a secondary restriction may be applied to
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compensate to some extent for this setback. It may be decided to neglect level
crossings which are associated with load variations smaller than a certain range value.
This decision would actually mean skipping all load variations which do not exceed that
assumed range value. This range filtering may be carried out by means of a logical
system or may be due to the type of load transducer used, as for example with scratch
gages (ref. 8).
Restricted Level-Crossing Count Method
The restricted level-crossing count method applies the same primary counting
principles as the simple level-crossing count method. Different secondary counting
principles are applied, however. A crossing of a level with positive (or negative) slope
is not made until the load also has crossed a second lower (or higher) preset level in
opposite direction. This counting method is associated with the so-called "Fatiguemeter"
developed at the British Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE) and is normally referred to
in the literature as the Fatiguemeter count method. Although the Fatiguemeter was
developed to count acceleration occurrences, the method may also be used to monitor
other parameters such as strains. The adjustment of the secondary counting levels
generally is of arbitrary nature. The drop or rise required to satisfy the secondary
counting condition may be the same for all counting levels or may be chosen in a pro-
gressive way. With the progressive adjustment, the higher (or lower) the primary
counting level concerned, the larger is the drop (or rise) required to satisfy the second-
ary counting condition. Still, however, interpretation is hampered by intermediate load
cycles as is clearly demonstrated by figure 2. Rather different load patterns are
depicted on the left-hand and right-hand sides of this figure but, as in the simple level-
crossing count method, they will produce equal counting results.
Simple Peak Count Method
With the simple peak count method all peak values are counted. The counting
results are presented separately for the maxima and the minima. From the definition
it is understood that with this counting method, as well as with all other peak count
methods, the load patterns that actually occur are taken into account to some extent
since application of this method implies a peak detection. However, the counting results
will not provide any information regarding the sequence of the maxima and the minima
themselves. It is not possible to tell whether a counted peak was actually associated
with small or large load variations. Again interpretation is seriously hampered by the
smaller intermediate load variations. Much the same as with the simple level-crossing
count method, a secondary counting condition may be introduced to more or less com-
pensate for this setback by disregarding peaks which are not associated with at least a
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certain load range. It sometimes is decidedto countonly maxima abovea specified
meanlevel and minima below that level. This simplification doesnot improve the
validity of the counting results at all. For example, minima associatedwith minor load
ranges are sometimes neglectedwhereas the adjacentmaxima would still be counted.
Level-Restricted Peak CountMethod
The principles of the level-restricted peakcount methodare very muchthe same
as those of the restricted level-crossing count method(Fatiguemeter counting). In con-
trast, however,with the restricted level-crossing countmethod,only a count is made
pertaining to the highest primary counting level that has beencrossed before the second-
ary countingcondition was met, after which all other"previous crossings of primary
counting levels are disregarded. Actually, the crossings of primary and secondary
counting levels are considered merely to detect a peakassociatedwith at least a certain
load range. Figure 3 showsa comparison of this method(see fig. 3(b))with the
restricted level-crossing countmethod (seefig. 3(a)). The final counting results do not
provide definite information regarding the actual sequenceof the maxima andthe minima.
The methodhas beenwidely used in association with VGH recording programs (ref. 3).
Range-Restricted PeakCountMethod
With the range-restricted peak countmethod, the intention is to countmerely the
more significant peaks. The methodwill merely countpeaks that are associatedwith
major load variations. The counting is restricted to peaks beyondmeanthreshold levels
(e.g., minima below 0-g andmaxima above2-g). The peaksto be countedare thosewhich
are bothprecededand followed by drops (or rises) of at least a certain magnitude(e.g.,
1-g increment) or exceedinga fixed percentageof the incremental peakvalue (e.g.,
50percent), whichever is the greater. Here the incremental peak value is definedas
the difference betweenthe peakvalue itself andthe meanload level. The countingcon-
ditions for a maximum countare illustrated in figure 4. From the definition it is under-
stoodthat intermediate load fluctuations are disregarded rather rigorously by this
method. The methodalso neglects some load fluctuations which are not truly insignifi-
cant. However, countspertaining to the higher maxima andthe lower minima have
becomemore relevant. The methodhas beenused extensively with VGH recording
programs (ref. 6).
Peak-Between-Mean-Crossings Count Method
The peak-between-mean-crossings count method is also intended to count only the
more significant peaks. Only the highest maximum or the lowest minimum between two
successive crossings of a specified mean level is counted. With this method intermediate
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load fluctuations are disregarded most rigorously. However,all countsare nowknown
to be associatedwith major deviations from the steady-flight level. A further refine-
ment of the countingprocedure maybe obtainedby applying two meanthreshold levels
as references. The highest maximum will be countedbetweenany two successive
crossings of the upper threshold level, as well as the lowest minimum betweenany two
successive crossings of the lower threshold level. The methodis illustrated in figure 5.
With this refinement, peaks associatedwith minor deviations from the steady-flight
pattern will also be neglected. On the other hand,less high maxima and lower minima
will be disregarded in applying this countingprocedure. The methodhasbeenused
extensively in evaluatingVGH records (ref. 9).
Simple RangeCount Method
With the simple range count method as well as with all other range count methods,
the load fluctuations are of direct interest. The fluctuations are known to be a primary
influence in the fatigue process. A range is defined as the difference between two suc-
cessive peak values. With the simple range count method all ranges are counted. It
should be noted here that counting ranges essentially implies a peak detection procedure.
With this simple range count method the loading sequence is taken into account to some
extent; that is, with each count two succeeding characteristic values of the load history
are considered. However, information regarding the peak values themselves is com-
pletely lost.
In practical applications it may be decided to neglect small load fluctuations which
are not of much importance for the fatigue process. As is illustrated in figure 6, dis-
regarding such small load fluctuations does affect the final counting results seriously.
Apparently, the final counting results will depend on the magnitude of the smallest load
range that will be counted.
It may also be decided to count only ranges pertaining to load increments or load
decrements. One should bear in mind, however, that the counting results for the positive
ranges might differ appreciably from the counting results for the negative ranges.
Consequently, such a simplification might yield less relevant results.
Range-Mean Count Method
The principles of the range-mean count method are very much the same as with
the simple range count method. However, this counting method does provide additional
information. Not merely the load ranges are counted. With each count the corresponding
mean value of the load range counted will also be taken into account. So each count is
now associated with two values which completely describe the load variation concerned.
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As is clear from the definition, the counting results will againbe sensitive to the
smallest load range regarded.
Range-Pair ExceedanceCount Method
The range-pair exceedance count method is intended to analyse load histories in
terms of load cycles rather than load ranges (half cycles). Since fatigue properties are
generally presented in terms of load cycles, this is of course a favourable property.
To accomplish a count two conditions must be met. Each count of a range-pair
exceedance of a certain specified magnitude, say R, will have to be associated with a
load increment (positive range) of at least R succeeded by a load decrement (negative
range) of at least R. By proceeding as such and consecutively considering a number of
different range values, the counting result will finally give the number of range pairs
(load cycles) exceeding a certain range value R. The counting procedure is illustrated
in figure 7. The Vickers-Armstrongs strain range counter (ref. 10) is an example of a
counting device operating according to this counting method. In considering figure 7, it
becomes clear that the method will primarily count the major load fluctuations. Small
intermediate load fluctuations will be regarded as superpositions on the major load
patterns. Obviously, this counting method does take into account the loading sequence.
Fatigue test experience indicates that this characteristic feature is desirable. The
counting procedure also has the advantage of being insensitive to the magnitude of the
smallest load range regarded.
Another interesting feature of this counting method will become clear by con-
sidering the largest range-pair value that will be present in the final counting results.
By nature, the range-pair exceedance count method will combine the largest load incre-
ment and load decrement that both occur in the load history concerned and will count
them as one load cycle of that specific magnitude. Likewise, the counting procedure will
also combine the next largest load increment with the next largest load decrement, and
so on. From fatigue experience it is known that extreme negative load excursions do
actually influence the damage caused by a succeeding extreme positive load excursion.
So it may be stated that fatigue experience is indeed reflected in the counting principles.
Nevertheless, this feature does imply a complication. It certainly is not relevant to
combine a very low minimum with a very high maximum which occur at instances very
much apart. In practical applications the method should be carried out separately on
segments of the load history to avoid irrelevant countings. Treating each flight as such,
a separate load-history segment seems to be a both obvious and rather practical
approach.
Another example of a counting device operating according to this counting proce-
dure is the Schenck range-pair counter (ref. 5). With this counting device, however, the
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starting procedure is not altogether in accordancewith the basic countingprinciples.
In starting the countingprocess the device will analyse the load history as if the
starting point of the loadhistory were anextreme minimum. This actually meansthat
for the first count to be made,merely the secondcondition of the basic countingprin-
ciples will have to be met. The effect is illustrated in figure 8 anddemonstratesthat
the Schenckprocedure will producehigher counting results than the basic procedure. In
applying the countingprocedure ona flight-by-flight basis, the effect on the final counting
results might be significant.
Although the range-pair exceedancecount methoddoes apply rather sophisticated
countingprinciples, the methodis still hindered by two shortcomings:
(1) No information will beprovided regarding the meanvalues of the load cycles
counted.
(2) Not all load excursions will be fully counted(seefig. 9}.
Both shortcomings are offset by the next countingmethod.
Range-Pair-Range Count Method
The range-pair-range countmethodis also intendedto count load cycles. The
countingprocedure operates in two phases. In the first phaseall intermediate load
cycles are detectedand countedin connectionwith the associatedmeanvalues. Each
intermediate load cycle will be eliminated from the load history after being counted.
The procedure is continueduntil the load history does not present any more intermediate
load cycles. As maybe easily verified, the residual load history will necessarily have a
divergent-convergent envelopesuchas depicted in figure 9. In the secondphaseof the
countingprocedure, this residual load history is analysedaccording to the range-mean
count method, Thesecountingprinciples are illustrated in figure 10. The range-pair-
range countingprocedure is referred to in the literature as the NLR countingmethod
(ref. 2) andthe rain-flow countingmethod(ref. 4).
This range-pair-range countingmethodgenerally has the sameadvantagesas the
range-pair exceedancecount methodwithout beinghindered by its previously mentioned
shortcomings. It shouldbe noted that this countingmethodalso is intendedto analyse
load histories on a flight-by-flight basis.
NUMERICALEVALUATION DATA
Under contract for the Royal NetherlandsAir Force a tentative load monitoring
program hasbeencarried out. This load monitoring program was intendedto serve the
following primary purposes:
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(1) To demonstrate the feasibility of a digital load recording system
(2) To demonstratethe feasibility of a strain gageas a load transducer in opera-
tional conditions for long-term load monitoring
(3) To emphasizethe desirability of recording strain histories instead of accelera-
tion histories
(4) To evaluatedifferent countingmethods
Two operational fighter aircraft havebeenequippedwith both an accelerometer
transducer at the aircraft c.g. and a bending-momentstrain-gage installation in the
wing root section. Signal values from both transducers were sampledat a scanningrate
of 24/sec. After beingdigitised, the datawere stored on a magnetic recorder medium
with a 15-hour recording capacity. The beginning of each flight could be recognized by
a series of marking numbers which were automatically entered on the recorder medium
at the activation of the aircraft electrical power. Every 15 flight hours the recorder
medium was removed for further processing on ground-based facilities. By means of a
digital computer the data were checked for spurious readings after which a data com-
pression was carried out.
The data compression reduced the enormous amount of data to a relatively small
number of characteristic data resembling the peak values that did occur. The com-
pressed load-time history still comprises all significant information for fatigue evalua-
tion purposes. During the data compression phase more than just peak values are
detected. Peaks which are not associated with at least a certain relatively small varia-
tion are disregarded to reduce the number of data and to remove data that are of less
importance for the purposes concerned, The minimum load range thus left in the com-
pressed load-time history amounted to approximately 7 percent of the aircraft limit load
level. When applying the counting procedures just described, such a range filtering is
either obligatory or does not significantly affect the counting results since other more
stringent restrictions are applied. Consequently, the load histories resulting from the
final data compression phase are still suited to evaluate the different statistical load
counting procedures. A plot of such a compressed load-time history for a typical fighter
mission is shown in figure 11. Such load histories - covering some 75 flight hours -
were used to evaluate the different counting methods. The results of this numerical
evaluation are presented in the next section.
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NUMERICAL RESULTS
General Comments
The counting procedures which have been described herein were simulated by
means of a digital computer to analyse the available load-time histories. The results
obtained with the c.g.-acceleration history and the wing-root-bending-moment strain-
gage history are presented separately. It should be noted that this paper is not intended
_o present a quantitative comparison of the counting results obtained for the acceleration
history with those obtained for the strain-gage history.
The load data are presented in arbitrary units as a result of the digitisation
process. In general, the counting results were calculated with an interval width of
8 units. The results have been plotted without any fairing.
Application of some counting methods did imply the definition of a mean level.
For the c.g.-acceleration data the 1-g steady-flight level has been defined as such,
although in terms of mathematical statistics this level is not actually the mean value
but rather the most probable value. An "equivalent" 1-g level has been assessed to be
used as mean reference level in the strain-gage data analysis. Actually, the equivalent
1-g strain-gage value is not a constant value. Nevertheless, the definition remains
relevant since, on the one hand, merely a reference level has to be chosen while, on the
other hand, with high-performance aircraft the variations in this 1-g strain-gage value
are relatively small in comparison with the load fluctuations of general interest.
Before discussing the numerical results, it should be mentioned that the counting
results obtained with different counting procedures are not all fully independent of each
other. The following relations do exist which will all be easily understood by considering
the definitions given for the various methods:
(1) Simple level-crossing counting results may be derived from the counting
results obtained with the simple peak count method.
(2) Simple peak counting results may be derived from both the counting results
obtained with the range-mean count method and those obtained with the range-pair-range
count method.
(3) Simple range counting results may be derived from the range-mean counting
results.
(4} The results obtained with the simple peak count method and the peak-between-
mean-crossings count method will be the upper and lower limits of the counting results
obtained with all other level-crossing and peak count methods described.
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(5) Peak-between-mean-crossingscounting results maybe derived from the
range-pair- range counting results.
Results From Level-Crossing and PeakCountMethods
The results obtainedwith the level-crossing andpeakcount methodsare pre-
sentedin figures 12 to 15and table II.
As previously stated, parameter values associatedwith secondarycountingprin-
ciples may influence the final counting results. The effect is illustrated in figure 12,
figure 13, figure 14, andtable II for the countingresults obtainedwith the simple level-
crossing countmethod, simple peak countmethod,peak-between-mean-crossingscount
method,andrestricted level-crossing countmethod, respectively.
In figures 12and 13 it is shownthat the value of the smallest load range regarded
does indeedaffect the counting results obtainedwith the simple level-crossing and
simple peak count method. The effect of doubling the basic range-filter value (Ro)
from 13 to 26 units does not seriously affect the counting results for the higher load
values. Apparently the countingswhich were additionally disregarded were mainly
associatedwith load cycles near the steady-flight level. Further increasing the range-
filter value hardly changedthe counting results for the higher load values. However,
applying a smaller range-filter value yielded highly different counting results. The
main conclusionto be drawn is that if a sensible range-filter value is adopted,the
counting results for the higher load values are rather unique. It is nevertheless inter-
esting to note that the counting results obtainedby analysing the strain-gage history
appear to be more sensitive to the adoptedrange-filter value than the results obtainedby
analysing the acceleration history. In considering both load histories in more detail,the
maior load excursions from the strain-gage history presented small intermediate load
fluctuationsmore frequently than did the maior load excursions from the acceleration
history. This effectis most probably due to dynamic effects (dynamic overshoot and
buffeting).
By definitionitis clear thatthe restricted level-crossing count method, the level-
restricted peak count method, and the range-restricted peak count method are intended
to apply secondary counting principles which at least override the applied basic range
filtering. From the preceding results the effectof the applied secondary parameter
values may be expected to be rather limited. This limited effectis indeed confirmed by
the data from table H, in which the restricted level-crossing counting results are tabu-
latedby applying two differentadjustments of the secondary counting levels. The
counting results came out to be only slightlydifferent. Similar results were obtained
with the level-restrictedand range-restricted count methods. Also with the peak-
between-mean-crossings count method (fig.14),the influence of the secondary parameter
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values (e.g., meanthreshold levels) was rather limited. From these findings it may be
concludedthat the majority of the load fluctuations of interest were separate excursions
from the steady-flight level.
All the level-crossing andpeak count methodsdescribed are comparedin figure 15.
As might be expectedfrom the aforementionedfindings, the differences are not large,
althoughthey are more pronouncedwith the strain-gage data thanwith the acceleration
data. Nevertheless, whenaccurate data are required, the results obtainedwith different
countingmethodsare not fully compatible (number of counts may differ by a factor of 2).
Results From RangeCountMethods
The results obtainedwith the range count methodsare depicted in figures 16 to 18.
It shouldbe notedthat these results havebeenplotted without distinguishing between
positive and negative ranges. This effect hasbeenstudied in connectionwith the simple
range count method. Comparative results showedthat whenapplying the basic range-
filter value of 13units, the number of positive and negative ranges counteddid not differ
very much. However, whenapplyinga smaller range-filter value, the differences
appearedto be much more pronounced. The counting results pertaining to the negative
ranges appearedto be far more sensitive to the applied range-filter value than the
counting results pertaining to the positive ranges. Apparently, small intermediate load
fluctuations more frequently occurred after the load had reacheda maximum. The over-
all effect of the applied range-filter value on the results obtainedwith the simple range
countmethodis illustrated in figure 16. Doubling the basic range-filter value from 13 to
26units does appreciably affect the counting results, especially the results obtainedby
analysing the strain-gage history. Whenapplying a smaller range-filter value than the
basic one, the differences were even more pronounced. It shouldbe noted that further
increasing the applied range-filter value (>26units) still yielded appreciably different
counting results. Consequently,it is statedthat the results obtainedby the simple range
count methodare not uniqueevenwhenintermediate load fluctuations are disregarded.
The counting results from the various range count methodsare compared in fig-
ure 17. The curves presented illustrate that the range-pair-range countmethodand
both variants of the range-pair exceedancecount methoddo not producevery different
results. The simple range counting results, however, appear to be very different. It is
interesting to note that with the strain-gage data, bothvariants of the range-pair exceed-
ance countmethodcoincide completely becauseof the presence of the Ground-Air-Ground
(G-A-G) cycle (with every flight the strain-gage history will exhibit a relatively low
starting value).
In comparing the mean countingsas obtainedby the range-mean countmethodand
range-pair-range countmethod, the results have beenaveraged - that is, all mean
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countingspertaining to a specified rangeinterval havebeenaveragedwhile a corre-
spondingstandard-deviation value hasbeencalculated. The averaged meansthus
derived are represented in figure 18. With the c.g.-acceleration dataas well as with
the strain-gage data, the range-pair-range count methodyielded lower averagedmean
values thandid the range-meancountmethod. However, the differences are muchmore
pronouncedwith the strain-gage data. This fact maybe easily understoodby considering
the countingprinciples of the range-pair-range countmethodandbearing in mind that in
every flight the strain-gage history will both start and endwith a low minimum due to
the G-A-G cycle. These results clearly demonstratethat with the range-pair-range
countmethodthe G-A-G cycle is certainly accountedfor.
The calculated standard-deviation values corresponding to the averagedmeansare
not plotted in figure 18. It is interesting to note, however, that thesestandard-deviation
values were approximately equal for all rangeintervals consideredand,besides,
appearedto be relatively small (order of magnitudeof 10units). From this finding it
may be concludedthat most load fluctuations of equal magnitudeapparently occurred
betweenapproximately the samelevels.
Comparisonof RangeCountMethodsWith PeakCountMethods
By nature the results obtainedby the range countmethodsare not directly com-
parable with the countings resulting from the level-crossing andpeak countmethods
since different types of occurrences are counted. To enablea comparison the counting
results haveto be converted. The present comparisonwill be accomplishedby applying
different ways of converting simple peak countingsinto range countings. Referencewill
be madeespecially to the range-pair-range countingresults since this methodis
believed to represent best the amountof fatigue damagecausedby the load history con-
cerned. The following three conversion procedures are considered(see fig. 19):
(A) Maxima and minima are supposedto occur in random sequence.
(B) Maxima and minima are supposedto occur in random sequence;however,
maxima belowa certain level (e.g., 115units) and minima abovea certain level (e.g.,
95units) are neglected. Although the additional assumptionseemsa curious one, the
case is relevant since actually the datadisregarded generally are not available.
(C) Maxima are to be combinedwith minima having the sameprobability of
exceedance(equal cumulative frequency).
The results of these convertedsimple peak countingsas well as the range-pair-
range countingsand simple rangecountingsare plotted in figure 19. As is illustrated,
the applied conversion procedures doproducehighly different results. Again the strain-
gagedata reveal the largest differences. However, noneof the applied conversion
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procedures produce counting results which approximately coincide with the range-pair-
range countings. From these findings, it is concludedthat a quantitative comparison of
range countingswith simple peak countingsas well as with all other types of peak and
level-crossing countings is hardly feasible for the type of load histories concerned.
DISCUSSION
Basically the counting methods as described herein are intended to interpret
irregular load-time histories by counting the number of specific types of load occur-
rences. In the preceding sections the uniqueness of the information has already been
discussed and illustrated. In discussing the usefulness of the counting results, one
should primarily take into account the purposes these results are meant to serve - that
is, the type of information required.
In assessing the life consumed by individual aircraft, reference has to be made to
experimental fatigue data, either simple S-N data or full-scale fatigue test data.
Accomplishing such life calculations, however, will be useful only if the final counting
results are sufficiently accurate. Thus, in assessing the life consumed by individual
aircraft, a counting method should be used which fully takes into account the actual load-
time history and which does not need the application of additional assumptions to be
interpreted. Besides, the fatigue damage caused by the actual load-time history should
be reflected in the counting results (interaction effects). By considering its definition
and bearing in mind the aforementioned requirements, it is felt that the range-pair-range
count method is best suited for assessing the individual aircraft fatigue damage. Also,
the range-pair exceedance count method may be rather useful; however, with this method
the counting results are not definite since no information is provided about the means of
the range pairs counted. Consequently, less accurate results are to be expected. It
should be noted that the same remarks hold when the counting methods are meant to
compare with any degree of accuracy the life consumed by individual aircraft of the same
type. Here, however, the requirements perhaps could be less stringent since it may be
known that the aircraft are operating according to the same type of load patterns. In
this case, restricted level-crossing or restricted peak count methods may be suited as
well.
In estimating load spectra for future aircraft designs or selecting the loads for
fatigue testing of an aircraft type that possibly has not even been in service operation,
the requirements are somewhat different. Here, great accuracy would be more apparent
than real. The load patterns as well as the sequence in which they occur may be entirely
different with different types of aircraft. In particular, the number of intermediate load
fluctuations at the higher load levels may be expected to be strongly related to the
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aerodynamicperformance capabilities, which maybe highly different for different air-
craft types. Estimating loading spectra as well as selecting loads for fatigue testing
usually implies a mission analysis procedure. The number of exercises (during a
mission) that will be carried out has to be estimated. The assumptionmadeis that each
separateexercise is associatedwith major load excursions from the steady-flight level
("characteristic events"). Small intermediate load fluctuations are considered of less
or evenirrelevant importance. A countingmethodshouldbe chosenwhich will provide
the number of suchmajor load excursions and the peak levels they are associatedwith.
As will beunderstood, the peak-between-mean-crossingscount methodis very well in
accordancewith these requirements. However, a restricted level-crossing or peak
count methodmaybe suited as well. To obtaina loadingprogram for fatigue testing,
the number of "events" countedmay be arranged in a realistic sequence. Interaction
effects will then beaccountedfor to someextent.
It canbe concludedthat the range-pair-range countmethodapparently has the best
general validity. Onthe onehand,the methodembodiessomeof the characteristics of
the other countingmethodsmentioned(simple level-crossing countings,simple peak
countings,and peak-between-mean-crossingscountingsmayall bederived from the
results of this range-pair-range countmethod). On the other hand,the load histories
are taken into accountby this methodas muchas possible from the fatigue point of view.
Consequently, general application is recommended.
CONCLUSIONS
(1) Some counting methods require secondary counting restrictions involving the
choice of an arbitrary parameter value which may influence the final counting results.
With the exception of the simple range count method and the range-mean count method, a
sensible parameter value can be found which will yield rather unique counting results for
maneuver-type load histories.
(2) The restricted level-crossing and restricted peak count methods will yield
approximately equal counting results, especially at the higher load levels. The simple
level-crossing and simple peak count methods, however, will yield conservative counting
results.
(3) Level-crossing and peak countings virtually do not compare very well with
range countings.
(4) The range-pair-range count method and the range-pair exceedance count
method will produce approximately equal range counting results.
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(5) Both the simple range count method and the range-mean count method will pro-
vide irrelevant information since the counting results are very sensitive to the magni-
tude of the smallest load ranges regarded.
(6) Both the range-pair exceedance count method and the range-pair-range count
method provide relevant information in assessing the life consumed by individual air-
craft. However, the range-pair-range count method is to be preferred since this method
provides additional information about mean values of the ranges.
(7) In comparing individual lives.of aircraft that are of the same type and that
operate according to the same kind of duties, a restricted level-crossing or restricted
peak count method may be sufficiently relevant.
(8) In estimating spectra for future aircraft designs or in selecting load events for
fatigue testing, the peak-between-mean-crossings peak count method will provide
relevant data.
(9) The range-pair-range count method will have the best general validity. The
results obtained by this method are unique as well as definite and do suitall purposes.
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TABLE I: COUNTING PROCEDURES
SIMPLE LEVEL-CROSSING COUNT METHOD
RESTRICTED LEVEL-CROSSING COUNT METHOD
SIMPLE PEAK COUNT METHOD
LEVEL-RESTRICTED PEAK COUNT
RANGE-RESTRICTED ,, ,,
PEAK-BETWEEN- MEAN -CROSSINGS
METHOD
COUNT METHOD
SIMPLE RANGE COUNT METHOD
RANGE- MEAN ,, ,,
RANGE-PAIR EXCEEDANCE COUNT METHOD
RANGE-PAIR-RANGE COUNT METHOD
i
TABLE ]]: RESULTS OF RESTRICTED LEVEL-CROSSING
METHOD FOR C.G.-ACCELERATION HISTORY
COUNT
PRIMARY
COUNTING
LEVEL (G)
-1.0
0
2.0
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
SECOND. COUNTING LEVEL (G)
EQUIDISTANT
ADJUS ]MENT
1.5
2.5
3.0
3.5
/-,.0
4.5
PROGRESSIVE
ADJUSTMENT
NUMBER OF COUNTS
0
0.5
1.5
EQUIDISTANT
ADJUSTMENT
m
17
1019
PROGRESSIVE
ADJUSTMENT
m
17
1019
1.5
20
2.0
2.5
3.0
4O2
194
76
29
10
3/+3
180
70
27
9
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IoLEVEL CROSSINGS COUNTED I
LOAD LOAD
3 I ,3
--_TIME --_ TIME
Figure 1.- Simple level-crossing count method.
IOe FIRST COUNTING CONDITION SATISFIEDSECOND ,, ,, ,,
2
I--- • -- -- -21
i'
_ __ "I I
- -_.--_TIME
Figure 2.- Restricted level-crossing count method.
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O FIRST COUNTING CONDITION SATISFIEDSECOND ,, ,, ,,
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K_x _ 2
..... II
-',,'TIME
(a)
IRESTRICI'ED LEVEL- CROSSINGS J
2x CROSSING OF LEVEL 2
I X ,, ,, ,, I
(b)
2
21
I
II
--,.-TIME
ILEVEL-RESTRICTED PEAK COUNTING
2x MAXIMUM EXCEEDING LEVEL 2
2 x . ,,, ,,, I
LOAD
Figure 3.- Comparison of level-restricted peak count method with restricted level-crossing count method.
_L
TIME
THRESHOLD LEVEL I (2- G)
MEAN LEVEL (I-G)
THRESHOLD LEVEL 2 (0-G)
ICONDITIONS FOR A MAXIMUM COUNT
o PEAK LOAD EXCEEDING LEVEL I
o RI AND R2 ARE AT LEAST A FIXED
o RI AND R2 . ,, ,, ,, ,,
VALUE (I-G)
PERCENTAGE OF AL
(50 PERCENT)
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Figure 4.- Range-restricted peak count method.
LOAD
t
---,,-TIME
I: MEAN I1..IRESHOLDCROSSING IPEAK TO BE COUNTED
UPPER THRESHOLD
MEAN LEVEL
LOWER THRESHOLD
Figure 5.- Peak-between-mean-crossings count method.
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/
-_ TIME
WITH SMALL. RANGE :
SMALL AND INTERMEDIATE
RANGES COUNTED
LOAD
/
--_ TIME "
I DISREGARDING SMALL RANGE :lLARGE RANGE COUNTED
Figure 6.- Effect of disregarding small ranges with the simple range count method.
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LOAD
---,.-TIME
/OFIRSTSECONDCOUNTING...... CONDITION SATISRED],
Figure 7.- Range-pair exceedancecount method.
LOAD
l '
L
i= ONE F'UGHT ,_t
O HIGHEST MAXIMUM
• LOWEST MINIMUM AFTER
THE HIGHEST MAX.
X LOWEST MIN. BEFORE
THE HIGHEST MAX.
LARGEST RANGE-PAIR COUNTED :
BASIC METHOD : R1
SCHENCK VARIANT: R2
Figure 8.- Comparison of basic range-pair exceedancecount method with Schenck variant.
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LOAD LOAD EXCURSIONS COUNTED BYRANGE-PAIR COUNT METHOD
__ _ T'ME
L ONE FLIGHT =!
Figure 9.- Flight record with omission of intermediate load cycles.
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t
LOAD
LOAD
V _ _ -_TIME
--_ TiME
FIRST STEP :
RANGE-PAIR R1 COUNTE]
WITH MEAN M1
SECOND STEP:
RANGE- PAIR R2 COUNTED
WITH MEAN M2
RESIDUAl, RECORD TO
rBE ANALYSED ACCORDINGTO RANGE-MEAN COUNTING
FIRST PHASE OF
COUNTING PROCEDURE
SECOND PHASE OF
COUNTING PROCEDURE
Figure 10.- Illustration of range-pair-range count method.
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Figure 11.- Compressed load-time history of a typical fighter mission.
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Figure 12.- Simple level-crossing counting results.
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(b) Results for wing-root bending stress.
Figure ]2.- Concluded.
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(a) Results for c.g. acceleration.
Figure 13.: Simple peak counting results.
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Ib) Results for wing-root bending stress.
Figure ]3.- Concluded.
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Figure ]4.- Peak-between-mean-crossings count!ng results for c.g. acceleration.
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(a) Results for c.g. acceleration.
Figure 15.- Comparison of level-crossing and peak count methods.
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(b) Results for wing-root bending moment.
Figure 15.- Concluded.
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(a) Results for c.g. acceleration.
Figure ]6.- Results of simple range counting.
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(b) Results for wing-root bending stress.
Figure ]6.- Concluded.
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Figure ].7.- Range countings.
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(b) Results for wing-root bending stress.
Figure 17.- Concluded.
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Figure ]8: Comparison of averaged means.
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Figure ig.- Peak countings compared with range countings.
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(b) Results for wing-root bending stress.
Figure ]g.- Concluded.
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